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St. Bernard Parish will have to pay $123,771.92 in attorney fees to a fairhousing advocacy group that sued the parish in 2006 over a controversial
rental ordinance.
The payment comes in addition to the $32,500 settlement that the parish
agreed to earlier this year with the Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action
Center. The ordinance, which the Parish Council adopted in September 2006,
required council approval or owners to rent homes to anyone who was not a
blood relative. The ordinance applied only to single-family homes that had
not been rentals prior to Hurricane Katrina.
But fair housing advocates said the ordinance, particularly the blood relative
clause, violated the federal Fair Housing Act. In challenging the ordinance in
federal court, they argued that since the parish's pre-hurricane population
was around 93 percent white, the blood relative clause would largely exclude
nonwhites from renting.
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Council members removed the blood relative clause in December 2006,
amending the ordinance to demand council approval of all rentals of singlefamily homes that had not been rentals prior to the hurricane.
The payment will be covered by the parish's general liability insurance, and
the parish is not planning to appeal, St. Bernard Parish President Craig
Taffaro said Thursday.
"We just remain focused on the overall recovery of our community, and this
is one aspect of it," Taffaro said.
Lucia Blacksher, general counsel with the action center said the group will
continue to monitor the applications coming in for the conditional use
permit.
"The court retains jurisdiction for three years," Blacksher said. "If we ID a
possible violation of the consent agreement and aren't able to resolve it
between the parties, then we can file a motion to enforce the decree."

CRIME NEWS

The parish still faces a suit against the ordinance filed by Your Home
Solution Louisiana, an investment group from Florida.
Taffaro said the parish is sticking by its ordinance.
"No, the rental ordinance is not causing us trouble," he said. "But like
anything that's worth standing up for we are accepting and responding to
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stick to your guns craig!!! we dont want st. bernard to become all rentals. its
not a race issue its a lifestyle issue. owners have pride - most renters dont
care what the neighborhood turns into.
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Fix this, Please!

screw florida...thats what you get for coming in trying to take advantage of
our misfortune. punks. florida. go play with the sharks.
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So the poor dumb taxpayers in St. Bernard Parish are on the hook for all the
fees in this stupid illegal ordinance.
It's always been a race issue,nothing more. The ghost of Judge Leander Perez
still haunts this backward parish.
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boywonda and stbanawd, I am in total agreement with both of your
comments. I suppose you need overseers to any issue, but it seems to me if I
own a piece of property I should be able to rent to anybody I choose, or
refuse to rent to anybody I don't want living on my property. There will be
many challenges now just to make sure the parish is abiding by the concent
agreement. I'm all for St. Bernard Parish. Stick to your guns, and don't be
pushed around or intimidated by these do
gooders.
Inappropriate? Alert us.
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I could of refurbished many of these blighted properties in the parish but did
not because of this rental oridinace. A good question that I have for you
homeowners is would you prefer a renter next door to you or a blighted rat
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infested house with 6 ft tall grass? Well I guess the answer for most is quite
obvious. St. Bernard has always been a backward place to live and YES
eventually it will become the new ninth ward. Just a matter of time.
Inappropriate? Alert us.
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So while I'm sorry for the taxpayers in St. Bernard, who have to shoulder the
bill for this foolishness, I'm thrilled that the council is being punished for its
hubris, and hope that this will serve as a warning for other so-called leaders.
Inappropriate? Alert us.
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The idiots on the St. Bernard council would have you believe that this is about
quality of life or protection of property values. They conveniently ignore both
the racial and property rights implications of their ridiculous ordinance, even
when confronted with the illegality of their votes.
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Somebody should tell Lakeview, Gentilly, and all the other areas about this
deal. They rent single-family houses to anyone with the cash and those were
not rented houses pre-katrina.
Why does St. Bernard have all the clout and not these areas in New Orleans?
The previous homeowners are only concerned about monthly cash flow, not
who is paying it.
And these rented houses don't need any kind of approval either.
Inappropriate? Alert us.
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You just have to follow Federal Law folks, as long as we are federated. It is
just that simple. Not to mention that Fair Housing laws prevent unjust
treatment of people and property. So, bottom line, St Bernard, like Orleans
and LA at-large needs better advisers and leadership. It's that simple!
Inappropriate? Alert us.
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St.Benard Parish has always been weird.The Parish has lived by its own rules
for almost 100 years.Remember, most of the people settled in the Parish after
leaving Orleans Parish during the sixties.I have rental property. I didn't
always own my home and I can remember when I was a renter.It is very
easy to do a background check on tenants. If you have doubts , you simply
don't rent it to the persons.As usual, St. Bernard is trying to keep the status
quo. It seems like they need a lot of people down there because most of the
population has sold out to Road Home.Come on St.Bernard this is 2008,Make
it right!
Inappropriate? Alert us.
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Thanks, tofumamma.
How about an Ordinance that requires peoperty owners to do background
checks, and that restricts maybe some people based on their criminal
background. That is perfectly legal.
However, what a stupid waste of taxpayer dollars! Beyond the race issue ...
what right does a Council have to tell me that I cannot rent my property if I
can't find a blood relative to occupy it? Is the Council going to pay my note,
my taxes, my insurance? Is it going to purchase my property?
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Council, stop wasting the dollars that could have been used to maybe put
more inspectors on the streets, or to have enhanced patrols in some areas, or
to post signs warning renters to maintain their property .. or something
reasonable.
Inappropriate? Alert us.
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